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(A Dummy’s Guide to) 

DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP



• Door-knocked 40 households in 4 hours

• 20-100 at a public meeting

• 170 FB comments in <1 hour

The Net changes everything

A Day in the life of an MP



Digital Citizenship: Outline

• Acknowledgements and disclaimers
– Lawrence, Vikram, Richard, Martin, you lot

• What is “Digital Citizenship”?

• Has politics changed?

• Has policy caught up?



What is Digital Citizenship?

• Digital resilience: natives keeping safe

–Access

–Literacy

–Safety 

–Privacy

• From participation to shared values?



Access – myth or reality?

• Ubiquity or digital divide?  Dining at the 
Ritz
– Households offline: 2005 40%; 2010 30%?

• Necessary conditions: 
– Connectivity/Capability/Confidence

• Profiling the non-user
– Segmentation and differentiation



Outline
Digital Resilience

• Skills– Clubhouse; CIH; OLPC; People’s 
network

• Safety: Netsafe, Hector and the unknown

• Resilience: spam, malware, and other nasties

• Privacy: igovt; footprints, commerce, hacking 



Participant to Netizen? 

• From participation to shared values?

• Netiquette: Facebook; twitter?

• Shared values?  Digital Rights?
– Universal access; net neutrality; privacy; anonymity?

• Citizenship: a reciprocal relationship?

• The adolescent country online?



Is politics changing?

• The new news cycle

• Splintering and sensationalising media

• Social media and your MP

• Armour on the net: Kiwiblog v Whale

• The new politics: always on; always 
changing



Has net policy caught up?

A brief history

• 1990’s: Hands off and hope; privatise and 
dominate

• 2000-08’s: Digital Strategy – 3 C’s; Unbundling, 
Op Sep; ComCom; BIF.

• 2009-11: “UFB”, Structural Sep, One “C”left.



Policy Issues unresolved

• UFB: Wholesale dominance; liability

• Convergent regulation

• An emerging content monopoly?

• Access and inclusion

• Citizenship and resilience



Outline
Towards our Digital Future

• A rights based approach?

• Digital Strategy 2.0?
– New content, new media, New Zealand

– Enabling digital citizens

– Open, citizen-centered government

• Regulation for the convergence age

• Digital innovation and infrastructure



Outline
Conclusion

• Change is the only constant

• Citizenship is active not accidental

• Digital engagement alive and well

• Policy must embrace our digital future


